
EXERCISE 4: UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATIONNICLAS ANDR�EASSONExerise 1 (desent diretions). Consider the funtionf(x) = x21 + x1x2 � 4x22 + 10:Show that the diretion d = (2;�1)T is not a desent diretion at x1 = (1; 1)T.Exerise 2 (desent diretions). Let f : Rn ! R and f 2 C2. Assume that x0 isa point suh that rf(x0) = 0n and r2f(x0) is inde�nite. Show that there existsa desent diretion.Exerise 3 (Steepest desent method with exat line searh). Consider the problemto minimizex2R2 f(x) = (2x21 � x2)2 + 3x21 � x2:(a) Perform one iteration of the steepest desent method with exat line searh(yielding the point x1). Start from the point x0 = (1=2; 5=4)T.(b) Is the funtion onvex in a small neighbourhood of x1?() Will the method onverge to a global optimum?Exerise 4 (Newton's method with exat line searh). Consider the problem tominimizex2R2 f(x) = (x1 + 2x2 � 3)2 + (x1 � 2)2:(a) Start from x0 = (0; 0)T and perform one iteration of Newton's method withexat line searh (yielding x1).(b) Are there any desent diretions at the point x1?() Is x1 an optimal solution?Exerise 5 (Newton's method with Armijos's step length rule). Consider the prob-lem to minimizex2R2 f(x) = 12(x1 � 2x2)2 + x41:(a) Start from x0 = (2; 1)T and use the fration requirement � = 0:3. Performone iteration of Newton's method with Armijo's step length rule.(b) Determine the values of the fration requirement � 2 (0; 1) for whihArmijo's step length rule aept the step length � = 1.Date: February 1, 2005. 1



2 EXERCISE 4: UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATIONExerise 6 (Levenberg-Marquardt's method). Consider the problem tominimizex2Rn f(x) = 12xTQx+ qTx;where Q 2 Rn�n is symmetri and positive semi-de�nite, but not postivie de�nite.At iteration step k, by using Levenberg-Marquardt's method, we �nd the desentdiretion pk. Let xk+1 = xk + pk:Show that xk+1 is an optimal solution tominimizey2Rn g(y) = f(y) + 2 ky � xkk2;where  > 0 is the \shift".


